
FREE AUTOMOTIVE BUSINESS PLAN SAMPLES

F and R Auto Repair auto repair shop business plan services. F and R Auto Repair is a start-up automobile repair and
service business. copy & paste. You can download this complete sample plan as a text document for FREE. Learn
More!.

Create your own business plan 1. The profitability of individual companies depends on volume, because many
costs are fixed. All the papers and document has been duly signed and submitted, the loan has been approved
and any moment from now our account will be credited. This will thereby facilitate development of large
client base from the loyal consumers. As a matter of fact, profit-sharing arrangement will be made available to
all our management staff and it will be based on their performance for a period of three years or more. Wheel
alignments, tires and rims. Inventory turnover will be maximized and strong relationship with the suppliers
established to avoid auto components' shortage and ever ensure timely delivery. FRAR will have 3different
locations, each stocked with 15bays, to serve customers who need immediate fixing of their cars. Work Cited
Abrams, Rhoda. We know that one of the ways of gaining approval and winning customers over is to offer our
mobile auto maintenance, servicing and repair services a little bit cheaper than what is obtainable in the
market and we are well prepared to survive on lower profit margin for a while. We will therefore engage any
viable towing truck companies to facilitate the towing-in of various vehicles. This means that the start-up can
either be low or high depending on your goals, vision and aspirations for your business. This will guaranteed
our dedication in offering standard and speedy services are availed, thereby capturing better market segment.
FRAR will avail standard and reliable auto services and various auto parts targeting both the upper as well as
middle class market, as deliberate move in meeting all customer needs' category. Many economists expect that
this recession will continue until mid, at which point the economy will begin a prolonged recovery period.
Wheel alignment and repair services Other repair and maintenance services Sales Forecast One thing is
certain, there would always be haulage companies, transportation companies, corporate organization,
government agencies, households and individual who would need to hire the services of mobile auto mechanic
repair services providers to fix to fix their cars, vans, and trucks et al. FRAR management will be operating in
seasons, depending on the level of delivery, where incompetent member may at times be replaced. We know
that if that is put in place, we will be able to successfully hire and retain the best hands we can get in the
industry; they will be more committed to help us build the business of our dreams. In addition, we will also
offer special discounted rates to all our customers at regular intervals. FRAR will attain this aspect by basing
our results on total sales volumes for each unit and related operating expenses. This expert will be responsible
for evaluation of FRAR performance to facilitate the business goals achievement. Analysis shows that some
offer only related auto services, while others meets different consumers' auto parts requirements. In addition,
because the customers see the service as undifferentiated and a "commodity" with little value separation
between competitors, buyer power is also very high. Supercenters have large numbers of automotive inventory
units of popular auto parts and related products Abrams  At both organizations Hyugo had multiple roles
within the organization allowing him to bring to QDAR a broad skill set.


